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Exterior design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

ONAX
The ONAX PA system defines new standards in the high
demanding world of professional PA reinforcement where
utmost performance and compatibility as well as time efficient
set up is a bare necessity.
Never before rigging and stacking of large venue PA systems
was as easy as with the ONAX. Never before one system
could do as many tasks as the ONAX is able to perform.
THE ONAX COMBINES BOTH WORLDS:The Line Array and
cluster. The often complicated set up of a line array system with
difficult calculations of delays between single speakers is not
needed with the ONAX.It is simple to rig, stack and to work with.

HIGH-TECH FOR YOUR LISTENING ENJOYMENT

ONAX stands for one axis (three ways). The ONAX brings
the output of three drivers to one single acoustical axis. it is
an ideal way to form well balanced high output long throw PA
Systems. It is designed to fulfill all needs of today's ever
changing need for multi purpose PA applications. From
classical music to Hip Hop, from stadium to club, from
challenging rigging situations to fast groundstacking solutions,
the ONAX wins in every situation and makes PA life a lot
easier than it was ever before .

Cylindric Wavefront Technology

Cylindric Wavefront Shaping

The 3 ONAX multifunctional PA System is designed to form
clusters for the building of a cylindrical wavefront. Apart from the
flexibility in possible set-ups with ONAX, the major difference to
a line array is that the ONAX is capable of shaping a defined
wavefront both horizontally and vertically.

Extensive time consuming calculations of curves and angles
for setting up line array system is little with ONAX due to the
horizontal design. And it is much easer for sound engineer to
work with the ONAX system.

The theoretical approach to this was to combine the advantages
of the line array principle (with angled and time-retarded single
speakers) with those of narrow, horizontal circle segments out of
a trapezoidal box design. The concentric layout of three drivers
results in the best possible way to form a cylindrical wavefrontsegment while combined ONAX systems operate as one big
loudspeaker.

Horn loaded systems with high capacity drivers in extremely
compact boxes like the ONAX are unbeatable in their acoustic
performance. The throw of a system can be very well defined by
the number of applied ONAX speakers and will be only limited
by the natural physical absorption of soundwave by air.

The design of each ONAX speaker(long-throw,medium-throw
and sub)is optically identical. All ONAX cabinets look the same
and feature the same.The flyware on board rigging facilities
allow different flying and stacking design according to various
applications. The implant of the "radle" into each box reduces
man power with time saving setting up, transporting and
warehousing. ONAX is therefore very economical in all aspects.

Due to the vertical set-up of all ONAX-systems,rigging and
stacking of ONAX is very simple and fast as well.Each ONAX
system is completely weight-balanced that all ONAX systems,
single or in clusters hang always horizontal.This ingenious design
allows both stacking and rigging and make the ONAX perfect
solution at every demanding public address situation while line
arrays must be flown and/or framed.

Three ways,one acoustical axis and cylindrical wavefrontshaping makes ONAX the ideal system to build a longthrowing sound reinforcing cluster.

Ground stacked

Small setups

Flown upright

flown angled

ONAX

T12L

Ratent NO: 200620059130.3

The 3 T12L covers 30 horizontally and 20 vertically.The
main axis is 5 tilted down. Therefore the systems are jointed
"wall to wall" by the on-board Flyware mechanics.
All ONAX speaker cabinets have identical exterior dimensions
and Flyware system for rigging and flying. Within seconds a
cluster of either 30 / 60 / 90 or 120 is linked and locked
together wall to wall and be rigged and flown by only two points.
No further cradles, tools or other equipment are needed to built
up a large venue system.

Technical Infornation
T12L

Frequency Response T12L@1W/1m
with 80Hz eq (red)
without 80Hz eq (green)

The ONAX cabinets can also be locked tightly and combined
wall to wall with each other within minutes as needed.
The acoustical system of the ONAX assures superb performance in all aspects. Two 12" cone speakers work hornloaded
above 120Hz. In the center of this horn is a mighty 2"/1" coaxial
compression driver mounted behind an X-large exponential
constant directivity horn. This four-driver, three-way, one-axis
system results in an extremely high sound pressure level of
constant >140dB at a broad bandwith within a very long throw.

Group Delay T12L

The ONAX systems make life on the road easy.
The on board Flyware connecting joints, perfectly balanced cabinets,
standardized SPEAKON NL4 sockets (other types on request),
flight cases make it easy and convinent to set up a large venue
systems within a few minutes.

Correction curves of the
T12L controller module
with 80Hz eq (red)
without 80Hz eq (green)

T12L

Cabinet Dimension
580

247

30

256

720

660

KEY FEATURES
ONAX Triaxial Inline Design
true point-source component setting
Cylindric wavefront technology
cylindric wavefront-shaping in clusters and arrays with
controllable dispersion in both horizontally and vertically
provided by true point-source/true in-line
component setting and tightly defined wide-range
dispersion angle of the T12L speaker system
AeroLock Integrated Flying Hardwar
providing the ability of flying 16 boxes on two riggingpoints
without use of any cradle and/or additional chains

Specifications
System

frequency response(-dB)
Output SPL(1m)
Dispersion angle(H V)
Recommended amplifier

Recommended insertable controller
transducers
Comp o n e n t s Power rms/peak(RMS/AES)
Amplification type
input connectors
Grille
Finish
Dimensions(W D
Flying system
Optional accessory

30 x 20 -5
AP-4U or AM-4U
101244+101443 Anolog controll card
3

2 12"/1

2"/1

1"

600+150/1200+400W
Bi-amped 12"

2" / passive filter 2"-1"

Speakon NL4 options on request
Birch plywood

Cabinet
Housing

120Hz-19KHz
136/142dB

Steel grille,with water-resistant filter
H) / weight

Structural coating, anthracite black,(colours on request)
720 580 660mm/50Kg
3 Integrated flyware
Flight case for 2pcs of ONAX cabinets

ONAX

T15F

Ratent NO:200620059127.1

Technical Information

Three ways, one acoustical axis. Like T12L, the ONAX
T15F follows the same principle.
It is configurated for near- and medium- distances within the
sound system. It covers 60 horizontal and 40 vertical
Dispersion.

T15F

Frequency Response T15F@1W/1m
with 80Hz eq (red)
without 80Hz eq (green)

Like all ONAX cabinets T15F has the same on board
rigging Flyware.T15F cabinets can be jointed wall to wall
via the convenient onboard mechanical connecting device.
T15F is perfectly balanced and like T12L its main beam is
5 tilted down, which makes calculation for a line array
system totally unneccessary.
The ONAX T15F ONAX consists of a 15" cone speaker
in the center of a CD-horn. A concentric 2"/1" compression
driver is installed in the center of this horn, mounted on a
constant directivity horn which guarantees exact dispersion
down to 400Hz.

T15F

Group Delay T15F

The T15F is the perfect mid-high enclosure to start a ONAX
set up. Its high fidelity performance in conjunction with the
ONAX T18W woofer forms a PA system of utmost quality
in even smaller venues. It can also grow to a large venue
system by adding T12L long throw cluster builders and more
pieces T18W.

Correction curves of the
T15F controller module
with 80Hz eq (red)
without 80Hz eq (green)

The T15F is capable of constant 136dB SPL and features the
professional standard in technology and sound that ELDER
AUDIO is known for.

Cabinet Dimension
580

247

30

256

720

660

KEY FEATURES
ONAX Triaxial Inline Design
true point-source component setting
Integrated Flyware
providing the ability of flying 16 boes on two rigging points
without use of any cradle and/or additional chains
Full-Range Capability
frequency response 70-19000Hz in full-range setup

Specifications
System

frequency response(-dB)
Output SPL(1m)
Dispersion angle(H V)
Recommended amplifier

Recommended insertable controller
transducers
Comp o n e n t s Power rms/peak(RMS/AES)
Amplification type
input connectors

Flying system
Optional accessories

or AM-4U
T15F-A/LF 101769, T15F-A/HF 101788
1 15"/1

2"/1

1"

600+150/1200+300 W
Bi-amped 12" 2" / passive filter 2"-1"

Steel grille,with water-resistant filter

Grille
Finish
Dimensions(W D

60 x 40 -5
3 AP-4U

Speakon NL4 options on request
Birch plywood

Cabinet
Housing

70-19KHz
136/136dB

H) / weight

Structural coating, anthracite black,(colours on request)
720 580 660mm/ 60Kg
3

Integrated Flyware

Flight case for 2pcs of ONAX cabinets

ONAX

T18W
Curve Magnitude

Combined with T12L and T15F, T18W is the low frequency
extension part to build a ONAX System.
Its dimensions are the same as all ONAX cabinets.
Therefore T18W woofer can be integrated in each desired
ONAX set up.
Frequency Response T18W@1W/1m

The vented cabinet with a volume of 135 litres houses a heavy
duty long hub 18" cone driver with a double centered diaphragm
tesler. This feature results in an even SPL at 130dB at the lowest
two octaves that reach down to below 40Hz.
The combination of one T15F and two T18W results in a high
performance PA system for medium size applications. Each T15F
requires only two pieces of T18W for good acoustic coupling
3 cluster.

Correction curves of the T18W
controller module
140Hz crossover-point(green&blue line)
200Hz crossover-point(red&yellow line)

Cabinet Dimension
580

247

660

720

KEY FEATURES
Extended Excursion / Extended Low Frequency
1600Watt peak extremely long-hub 18 chassis and 135L
housing providing 134dB peak from 38-140Hz
Integrated Flying Hardware
providing the ability of flying 16 boxes on two riggingpoints
without use of any cradle and/or additional chains.

256

effect when setting up a

Specifications
System

frequency response(-dB)
Output SPL(1m)
Dispersion angle(H V)
Recommended amplifier

Recommended insertable controller
transducers
Comp o n e n t s Power rms/peak(RMS/AES)
Amplification type
input connectors
Cabinet
Housing

35-120Hz
128/134dB
Spherical

Flying system
Optional accessories

AP-4U or AM-4U
101544,T10W
1 18"
500/1400 W

active
NL4 ,options on request
Birch plywood
Steel grille,with water-resistant filter

Grille
Finish
Dimensions(W D

3

H) / weight

Structural coating, anthracite black,(colours on request)
720 580 660mm/ 60Kg
3 Integrated flyware
Flight case for 2pcs of ONAX cabinets

Amplification

Ratent ON:

200630061266.3

Modular Power Amplifier AP-4U And AM-4U

AP-4U and AM-4U are 4 channel modular power amplifiers and

With a peak output of 12 KW AP-4U can be equipped for driving

the most flexible solution for any mobile and permanent installation

woofers. For example AP-4U can be attached to up to eight pieces

application. The RMS power output of AP-4U is 1200W per

of T18W and form the bass foundation for Line Array TLA-101 or

channel.There is one mute switch with indicator for each channel

ONAX PA System.

on the front panel of AP-4U or AM-4U.

AP-4U or AM-4U has various application possibilities by mixing

The module slots inside the front panel of the AP-4U or AM-4U

different control cards. For example, AP-4U or AM-4U with

power amplifier make it easy and convenient to insert or take out
AP-4U

analog or digital signal processor modules.

properly chosen mixed modes of control cards can be used to

AM-4U

drive TLA-101Line Array System or T12L and T18W clusters.

A wide range of analog modules with individual functions are

The connection cable for AP-4U or AM-4U is alternative with one

available. With these modules signal processing which is normally

open end or with a 32A(AM-4U:16A) 3-pole CEE standard plug

realized by external equipment can be integrated into the power

available. Cleaning the filters system is simple without demounting

amplifier.

the amplifier from the rack. AP-4U or AM-4U is equipped with two

The advantage of handling things in this way is quite obvious. Using

independent brushless and stageless fans working with automatic

the control modules provides the opportunity to set up a very compact

speed-control function. The air circulation is front-to-rear, allowing

sound reinforcement system, individually matching a particular

trouble-free operation even in smaller power amplifier rack systems.

application. Cable length and connecting labour can be reduced to

Also the mechanic construction and manufacturing guarantee

the minimum.

highest precision. The robust and highly rigid steel chassis is

There are two AC circuit breakers on the rear panel of AP-4U or

meant to survive the extensive wear of touring applications.

AM-4U. If the switch shuts off automatically on normal using
condition, push it back to the ON position. No fuses are used.
AP-4U or AM-4U is remote-controllable with the digital control
card and is the platform for

3 PA systems.

Specifications

AP-4U

AM-4U

8

4

1200W

peak 4

3000W

8

4

4

1800W

peak 4

5000W

Intermodulation distortion

<0,1% 20Hz-20KHz
<0,5% (f = 60Hz/7Khz, 4:1

8 4 0-220W,A/B /Mode,220-1200W H /Mode
<0,1% 20Hz-20KHz
<0,5% (f = 60Hz/7Khz, 4:1

Frequency response

On normal working condition)
20Hz - 20KHz ( 0,25dB)

On normal working condition)
20Hz - 20KHz ( 0,25dB)

Phase deviation
Damping factor

<15
> 600 20Hz-400Hz

<15
> 600,20Hz-400Hz

Crosstalk
Signal to noise ratio

-75dB

-75dB

>105dB

Total gain

40 0.5dB
<0,25dB

>105dB
40 0.5dB

Power 4 channel mode
4 channel mode
THD

Error of channel gain
Input sensitivity
Slew rate
Input impedance

1V
>100 V/

s

4

0-220W,A/B /Mode,220-750W H /Mode

<0,25dB
0.775V
>103 V/

s

Input connectors

Unbalanced:10K ; Balanced:20K
8pcs,3-pin XLR Neutrik

Unbalanced:10K ; Balanced:20K
8pcs,3-pin XLR Neutrik

Output connectors

4pcs,Speakon NL4 MP

4pcs,Speakon NL4 MP

Cooling

Two fans,stepless specd control
4 mute botton
1 circuit breaker
4 mute indicator

Two fans, stepless specd control
4 mute botton
1 circuit breaker

DC /overload /overheat/protection etc.

DC /overload/overheat/protection etc.

483 452 178mm
AC 220V- 230V, 50Hz 60Hz, 1500VA
40Kg

483 452 178mm
AC 220V -230V, 50Hz 60Hz, 1500VA
40Kg

Controls on front panel
Controls on back panel
Indicator on front panel
Amplifier protection
Dimensions(W D H)
Power supply
Weight

4

mute indicator

Flyware

Analog Control Card C-4800
The sophisticated controlling of the loudspeakers always plays

Never before is flying a PA system so easy and economic.

the dominent role in every modern PA system application.

3 ONAX is a genuine cluster-builder system with integrated
ONAX flying hardware for long and medium throw applications.
Two ONAX enclosures are interconnected by simple hand turning
onboard locking mechanism.
The system offers the possibility to safely and quickly lift a stack
of 4x4 cabinets by using only two rigging points.

Analog control card C-4800 is configured for Amplifier AP-4U or
AM-4U.The operation of removing C-4800 is very easy without
disassembling the amplifier from the rack. Control modules can
also be exchanged conveniently.
Some specified modules are designed to drive individualized

For groundstacking the integrated flying hardware
offers many advantages as well. While interconnecting the
boxes next to each other it is no longer necessary to secure
groundstacks with straps. The interlocking Flyware devices
connect your ONAX cabinets solid and safe and provides all
the security needed. No extra strapping is necessary. Due to
the trapezoidal design of the ONAX the footprint of a stack
is always circular. Interconnected ONAX stacks arestable in
themselves and cannot get pushed over.

PA systems such as TLA-101 Line Array system, ONAX PA
system or on-stage monitoring system.
By properly combining control modules, we can drive tops (two
way active) and woofers altogether with one 4-channel amplifier.
The various possibilities of combining control modules according
to real application requirement make configuration and application
of PA systems obviously economic and efficient.
A wide range of panel modules for different applications are
available. Here we cannot provide a closed listing of all modules,

The simplicity of the system saves many hours for setting up.
The economic advantage is obvious: It is an energy-saving PA
system which saves time,manpower, transport capacity,etc.
Low financial investment and high-efficiency output are the
key advantages that meet the demands of today's highly
competitive PA rental world.

since the amplifier system, with its open architecture feature, is
still being continuously optimized and expanded by our talented
and innovative R&D engineers to meet the changing and
developing PA application demands in modern world. So if you
are interested in our updated listing of models, please contact
your local dealer.

The following list shows some front modules for the

3 PA

products.
Ord.No.

Model

101244
101443
101769
101788
101243
101654
101753
101224
101554
101876
101563
101142
101987
101977
101997
101907

T12L/A / HF
T12 L/A / LF
T15 F/A / LF
T15 F/A / HF
T12 L/B / HF
T12 L/B / LF
T15 F/B / HF
T12F/B / LF
T18W / LF
TLA - 101 / HF
TLA - 101 / LF
Universal 4 in 4 output
Monitor bi amp CM 215 15" 2" HF
Monitor bi amp CM 215 15" 2" LF
Monitor bi amp CM 212 12" 2" HF
Monitor bi amp CM 212 12" 2" LF

Flyware
99 Out of 100 flying applications require no more then 4
cabinets deep. With the onboard Flyware you are free to
fly up to 16 cabinets on no more than two rigging points
without using of a cradle.The only rigging hardware you
need is our shackles for interconnecting the cabinets
vertically.
If you intend to fly more than 4 cabinets underneath, please
use ONAX cradles. With the cradles you are able to use
more flying points on the cabinets so you can go deeper with
the number applied. With the cradles you are able to fly 2, 3
or 4 rows wide and 8 deep using two rigging points. As one
cradle forms one third of a full circle you are able to build a
complete circularcolumn by flying clusters on three or more
rigging points.
The rigging points must be tested with equal forces in order to
avoid exceeding the load limit of the Flyware mechanism.
Users must make sure the rigging points are not overloaded.
For maintaining safety all the time,please refer to the user
manual before use.

Accessories
PX-40K power supply
Case

20 HE 19" back and front door butterfly
locking system, 4 wheels (2 with brake )

Output max.

43 KVA

Input

3

63A 5-pole Cekon socket

Output A1-A8
and B1-B8

8

16A Schuko socket, 8 16A Chinese socket

Output C1 and C2

3

32A 5-pole Cekon socket

Output D1-D6

32A 3-pole socket

Monitoring

3

Weight

45Kg

Dimensions

1,12M x 0,7M x 0,63M

UV Meters, 15 x Control lights

19" 20U

Ord.No.

66958

19" 3U module with4 32A

Ord.No.

66352

19" 3U module with 4 32 A 5-pin CEE IP 44 socket

Ord.No.

66548

19" 2U module with 8 15A Schuko CEE IP44 socket

Ord.No.

66738

19" 2U module with8 15A Chinese soket

Ord.No.

66221

19" 3U module with 2 32 A 3-pin and 2 32A
5-pin CEE IP44 socket

Ord.No.

66566

3U analogue Input UV meter module

Ord.No.

66747

3U digital Input UV meter module

Ord.No.

66959

3U 3 63 A power input module

3-pin CEE IP 44 socket

Accessories
PX-7000
PX-7000 power supply
Input

1

32A 220-250V,CEE,IP44,3-pole connector

Out6

1

32A 220-250V,CEE,IP44,3-pole

Out5

1

16A,220-250V,CEE,IP44,3-pole

Out1-4

16A,220-250V,chinese socket

Max power

7.3KVA

Fuse 1-4

16A/16A 220/230V

Fuse 5

16A220/230V

Fuse 6

32A 220/230V

Case

1.5mm Metal Case,19"U

Control Modules
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.
Ord.Nr.

101244
101443
101769
101788
101243
101654
101753
101224
101554
101876
101563
101142
101987
101977
101997
101907

T12L/A / HF
T12 L/A / LF
T15 F/A / LF
T15 F/A / HF
T12 L/B / HF
T12 L/B / LF
T15 F/B / HF
T12F/B / LF
T18W /LF
TLA - 101 / HF
TLA - 101 / LF
Universal 4 in 4 output
Monitor bi amp CM 215 15" 2" HF
Monitor bi amp CM 215 15" 2" LF
Monitor bi amp CM 212 12" 2" HF
Monitor bi amp CM 212 12" 2" LF

hackles, O-rings, chains, steel ropes, slings, Cases and Speaker Cables
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.
Ord.No.

201643
201244
201443
201769
201788
201243
201654
201753
201224
201554
201876
201563
201287
201554
201142
201987

Name
Hoist connecting chain with shackles
Hoist connecting chain with two legs and 2 hooks
Hoist connecting wire rope with 1 hook
Shackles
O-rings
3M Sling
2M Sling
15M Speakon cable
10M Speakon cable
5M Speakon cable
1M Speakon cable
Flight case for 2 ONAX speaker cabinets
Flight Case for 4 TLA-101
Flight Case for 2 TLF-101 Flying frame
PX-7000 Power Supply
PX-40 K Power Supply

T8W

T15F

T15F

T12L

T12L

